Enterprise Content Management
IBM Content Navigator 2.0.3.6 (Cloud, Local) – Role: Administrator

START HERE...

IBM FileNet Content Manager 5.2.1: Introduction
F280G
Instructor-led (4 hours), Or Self-paced virtual class

IBM FileNet Content Manager 5.2.1: Work with Object Metadata
F282G
Instructor-led (4 hours), Or Self-paced virtual class

IBM Content Navigator 2.0.3.6: Introduction
F270G
Instructor-led (4 hours), Or Self-paced virtual class

IBM Content Navigator 2.0.3.6: Configuration
F271G
Instructor-led (4 hours), Or Self-paced virtual class

IBM Content Navigator 2.0.3.6: Box Integration
F272G
Instructor-led (5 hours), Or Self-paced virtual class

IBM Content Navigator 2.0.3.6: Entry Templates
F274G
Instructor-led (3 hours), Or Self-paced virtual class

IBM Content Navigator 2.0.3.6: Sync
F273G
Instructor-led (2 hours), Or Self-paced virtual class

IBM Content Navigator 2.0.3.6: Customize a Desktop
F275G
Instructor-led (4 hours), Or Self-paced virtual class

IBM Content Navigator 2.0.3.6: Administration
F278G
Instructor-led (3 days)

Legend
Prerequisite Path
Recommended Path
C = Cloud (Public)
L = Local (On-prem)

For IBM FileNet Content Manager Repositories, F280G and F282G courses or equivalent knowledge are recommended.

These four offerings can be taken in any order.

CONTINUED
on the following page...
CONTINUED
from the previous page...

IBM Case Foundation 5.2.1:
Configure the Workflow System

F231G
Instructor-led (1.5 days),
Or Self-paced virtual class

You may be ready for:
IBM Content Foundation on Cloud
Essentials – 2017
Badge

You may be ready for:
IBM Content Foundation on Cloud
Administering Documents and
Objects – 2017
Badge

You may be ready for:
IBM Content Navigator -
Essentials – 2017
Badge

You may be ready for:
IBM Content Navigator -
Configuration – 2017
Badge

You may be ready for:
IBM Content Navigator –
Solution Design – 2017
Badge